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Monte Carlo studies of the thermodynamics and kinetics of reduced
protein models: Application to small helical, b, and a/b proteins
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Employing a high coordination lattice model and conformational sampling based on dynamic and
entropy sampling Monte Carlo protocols, computer experiments were performed on three small
globular proteins, each representing one of the three secondary structure classes. The goal was to
explore the thermodynamic character of the conformational transition and possible mechanisms of
topology assembly. Depending on the stability of isolated elements of secondary structure, topology
assembly can proceed by various mechanisms. For the three-helix bundle, protein A, which exhibits
substantial helix content in the denatured state, a diffusion–collision mechanism of topology
assembly dominates, and here, the conformational transition is predicted to be continuous. In
contrast, a modelb protein, which possesses little intrinsic denatured state secondary structure,
exhibits a sequential ‘‘on-site’’ assembly mechanism and a conformational transition that is well
described by a two-state model. Augmenting the cooperativity of tertiary interactions led to a slight
shift toward the diffusion–collision model of assembly. Finally, simulations of the folding of the
a/b protein G, while only partially successful, suggest that theC-terminalb hairpin should be an
early folding conformation and that theN-terminalb hairpin is considerably less stable in isolation.
Implications of these results for our general understanding of the process of protein folding and their
utility for de novostructure prediction are briefly discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under the appropriate conditions, many small globu
proteins undergo reversible thermal denaturation. Quite o
the folding transition from the random coil state to the nat
conformation is not only highly cooperative, but is well d
scribed as an all-or-none process.1,2 This means that at equi
librium, the population of intermediates is low, i.e., they a
unstable. On the other hand, the folding process itself ca
rather slow, taking from milliseconds to seconds.3 Typically,
more or less nativelike secondary structures form relativ
rapidly, and it is the passage from the resulting molten gl
ule conformation to the native structure that is the slow,
operative step.4,5 It is very likely that the molten globule ha
the overall topology of the native state, but is not
compact.6–8 More important, at this stage of protein foldin
the unique, crystal-like packing of the side chains is abse6

The protein interior resembles a drop of liquid with substa
tial conformational freedom of the side chains, and perh
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entire secondary structure elements exhibit substantial
bility as well. Actually, the fixation process of the polype
tide side chains into their more rigid native arrangement
often be the longest stage of the protein folding proce
Precisely because the topology assembly process itse
more rapid, perhaps occurring on the millisecond time sc
or faster, it is most difficult to study experimentally. Henc
simulations may perhaps provide some useful insights
can guide experiment. In this spirit, we describe simulatio
of both the thermodynamics and process of protein foldin

Over the years, various mechanisms for protein topolo
assembly have been proposed.9–20 At one extreme is the
‘‘diffusion-collision’’ model,21 which assumes that preas
sembled elements of secondary structure collide to fo
larger portions of the final conformation. Such elements n
not always be present; they may fluctuate, but a key assu
tion is that they persist as independent, quasistable ent
long enough for them to collide. An opposite view is that t
secondary structure formation is coincident with the form
tion of loose tertiary structure. That is, topology assem
occurs by an on-site or zipper mechanism. Here, early
sembled structures provide a scaffold for subsequent ass
bly of the remainder of the polypeptide chains.13 A helix
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fragment or ab turn may serve as a nucleation site for su
a mechanism. Assembly could occur from either relativ
expanded conformations or from collapsed dense states
undergo subsequent rearrangement. Other mechanism
protein assembly that could be placed somewhere betw
these extreme points of view have been proposed.9,22,23

Experimental evidence, extracted from the analysis
protein fragments, has not yet provided conclusive results
a unique topology assembly mechanism. Indeed, diffe
proteins may assemble differently.24 For the diffusion–
collision model to be applicable, the secondary structure c
tent in the denatured state has to be substantial. In reality
denatured state helix content of helical proteins25 varies from
a few percent to about 15%~but sometimes it can be sub
stantially greater25! for proteins having several helice
Simple statistical considerations appear to argue again
pure diffusion–collision assembly mechanism, even un
the best of circumstances. It is very unlikely that when a p
of helices collide they will be exactly in-register; howeve
elements of this mechanism cannot be excluded. In the
of b proteins, the diffusion–collision model is more difficu
to justify. According to experimental studies of denaturedb
proteins and their fragments, isolatedb-hairpin structures are
rather unstable.26 Detectable nativelike clusters mostly co
sist of protein fragments involving narrowb turns.26–28This
may suggest that an ‘‘on-site’’ sequential mechanism wh
b turns serve as nucleation sites forb-hairpin assembly is
more appropriate. A problem with the on-site topology a
sembly model is that the assembly process should be fa
~or at least occur on a similar time scale! than the lifetime of
a fraction of the partially assembled clusters. It is unclea
such requirements can be fulfilled for complexb-type folds.

Until a few years ago, reduced models of proteins w
designed in two, almost mutually exclusive, ways. Contin
ous models tried to reproduce the main features of pro
geometry, especially the short-range correlations,29 and usu-
ally employed ana-carbon ~and sometimes side chain!
united atom representation.30–33 On the other hand, the gen
eral aspects of protein folding thermodynamics were inv
tigated using very simple lattice homopolymers or h
eropolymers that had little geometric fidelity to re
proteins.34,35 In these simplified lattice models, the prote
secondary structure was very poorly defined at worst, o
best, only some classes of protein geometry could be qu
tatively modeled.12–14,20,36–39

To retain the advantages of both approaches with
their disadvantages, we have developed a series of high
ordination lattice models.39 In common with continuous
models, their geometric resolution is close to that of str
tures determined from protein crystallography or NM
However, in contrast to continuous space models, use
lattice representation permits much more effective conform
tional sampling to occur. Lattice algorithms are at least t
orders of magnitude faster than equivalent continu
models.40 Due to discrete transitions between predefin
conformations, some local energy barriers are smeared o
the lattice models. Consequently, more complex, and ho
fully, more physical interaction schemes could be imp
mented. Thus, issues of protein folding thermodynam
Downloaded 06 Apr 2004 to 128.205.53.57. Redistribution subject to AIP
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which were previously only in the venue of highly simplifie
models, could also be addressed; yet, closer geometric fi
ity to real proteins is retained. Subsequently, the ability
fold simple motifs in the context of these models was de
onstrated, although due to inadequacies in both the inte
tion and sampling schemes, more complex protein mo
could not be folded.39

Recently, within the framework of these reduced mo
els, the origin of the cooperativity of protein folding wa
examined.39,41 In agreement with much earlier work,42,43 co-
operative short-range interactions, which control the form
tion of secondary structure, and cooperative hydrogen bo
type interactions did not produce an all-or-none foldi
transition. Rather, the all-or-none conformational transitio
typical of many proteins,44 was shown to emerge from multi
body interactions involving cooperative protein side cha
packing. Interestingly, the lowest energy structures were
sentially the same whether or not such side chain pack
cooperativity was included. Thus, it is also of interest
investigate the effect of these cooperative interactions on
thermodynamics and folding mechanisms of other sm
globular proteins of various secondary structural classes.
liminary work in this direction is reported here.

In this study, three protein motifs were examined. The
consist of theB domain fragment of protein A,45 which
adopts a three-helix bundle fold, a computer-design
sequence,46 which folds ~on a computer! into a classical
Greek key,b-barrel motif, and theB1 domain fragment of
protein G,47 which has a very stable, minimala/b structure.
The first two sequences have been previously folded us
various realizations of the model and its potential, while t
folding of protein G had very low reproducibility. In the cas
of the Greek keyb-barrel motif, the entropy sampling Mont
Carlo method41,48–50was also used to examine folding the
modynamics. Unfortunately, at present, this approach
computationally too expensive for protein G, but can be
plied to the various domains of protein A, see below. Ne
ertheless, for all three molecules, to obtain a picture of
folding mechanism~s!, we simulated equilibrium folding/
unfolding by means of long isothermal dynamic Monte Ca
runs near the transition midpoint. This way, possible dist
tions of the folding pathway~s! that may result from rapid
quenching of the model systems are eliminated. We exp
itly examined the possible effects of protein secondary str
ture ~all a, b type, anda/b!, the cooperativity of tertiary
interactions, and the relative strength of long- versus sh
range interactions on the mechanism of protein structure
sembly.

The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follow
In Sec. II, we summarize the salient aspects of the mo
Because many features of the approach have been publi
elsewhere, we refer the reader to the literature for additio
details.41,46,51Then, in Sec. III, we first present results on th
thermodynamics and kinetics of protein A folding. Then, w
turn our attention to the thermodynamic and kinetic behav
of our designed modelb protein. Finally, results for isother
mal simulations of protein G are described. In Sec. IV, t
possible implications of these simulations are discussed
the context of their relationship to the folding mechanism
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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real globular proteins and their implications for future dev
opments in protein structure prediction based on this clas
reduced protein models.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

The reduced representation of protein conformation e
ployed in this work has been previously described in gr
detail.39,46 The only change is in the side group pair intera
tion scale, which has been recently rederived using a la
database and a more rigorous definition of the refere
state.52 This should have no qualitative effect on the mode
behavior. Thus, we merely outline the model, the conform
tional sampling protocols, and the interaction scheme for
reader’s convenience.

A. Reduced model of protein conformation

A chain of virtual bonds betweena carbons comprises
framework for the definition of the model protein’s structur
which also consists of backbone carbonyl oxygens, am
hydrogens, and side chain centers of mass. The latter t
are defined by the appropriate set ofC–a virtual backbone
vectors and are off-lattice.46 The coordinates of thea car-
bons are restricted to a set of simple cubic lattice points, w
a lattice spacing of 1.22 Å. There are 90 possible orientati
of the bonds between consecutivea carbons defined as fol
lows: $v%5$(3,1,1),... ~3,1,0!,... ~3,0,0!,... ~2,2,1!,...
~2,2,0!,...%.39,46 The allowed sequences of three consecut
a-carbon backbone vectors are restricted to those ha
close counterparts in a protein structural database.53 A pro-
tein chain consisting ofN residues is represented byN11
lattice vectors connectingN a-carbon united atoms and tw
additional united atoms, which serve asN- and C-termini
caps, respectively.

B. Monte Carlo dynamics

The dynamics of the model chains have been simula
by a Metropolis type54 Monte Carlo, MMC, algorithm that
employs random local conformational transitions and sm
distance motions of larger portions of the model chain. S
a model of dynamics is nonphysical for very fast, loc
events; however, for long time scales it constitutes a solu
of a stochastic equation of motion that mimics Browni
dynamics. In principle, one could define the time scale
Monte Carlo dynamics based on the frequency of local c
formational jumps. There are, however, difficulties with a
counting for some correlations of various transitions a
perhaps, it is safer to adopt a more empirical approach
scale the model’s time according to the total time of prot
assembly.40 It might be expected that particular models
Monte Carlo dynamics distort the time scale; however, ba
on comparison with Brownian dynamics simulations of ve
closely related idealized models, the qualitative picture
topology assembly and the predicted order of events sh
be correct.40,55

The dynamics are simulated by a long random serie
attempts at local~short-range! and intermediate range con
formational updates. In practice, the local transitions e
ployed were as follows:
Downloaded 06 Apr 2004 to 128.205.53.57. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~1! A single rotamer random update with fixed main cha
positions.

~2! Two-bond moves, where two consecutive backbone v
tors are replaced by two different vectors that sati
on-chain geometry restrictions. According to the rotam
library definition, a two-bond rearrangement requires
appropriate change of positions of three side cha
Two-bond moves also were used for random modifi
tion of the chain ends.

~3! Three-bond motions with four side groups updated.
~4! Four-bond rearrangements.

The intermediate-range conformational transitions c
sist of:

~5! A lateral, rigid-body type motion of a randomly selecte
piece of the chain, executed by a correlated replacem
of two or two pairs of backbone vectors separated do
the chain by several residues. The length of the displa
fragments is limited by the average secondary struct
element length, and their particular span and location
randomly selected. The version for the chain ends
quires only vector modifications in the middle of th
model chain.

~6! A ‘‘reptation’’-type motion of a chain portion generate
by a correlated replacement of two backbone vectors
a more compact four-vector fragment~and vice versa!.
This move requires side chain rebuilding within the e
tire affected fragment.

The acceptance probability of these medium-ran
moves by the Metropolis scheme within the relevant te
perature range is rather low. Nevertheless, they allow m
tions of assembled fragments of protein structure. This p
vents a possible bias against the diffusion–collisi
mechanism of assembly.40

The time unit of the model Monte Carlo process cor
sponds toN attempts at each of the local moves at random
selected positions along the model chain. The medium-ra
moves are attempted less frequently~according to their spa-
tial extent! so as to avoid severe time scale distortion.

Turning to the entropy sampling Monte Carlo, ESM
approach,48–50,56 we recently published an analysis of th
Greek key sequence.39,46 The technical details of the ESMC
simulations employed here are exactly the same. Let us
note that ESMC samples a statistical ensemble whose
tive frequency is determined by the relative entropy of va
ous energy levels.

C. Interaction scheme

The short-range interactions are described by sev
terms. There are two generic terms designed to simulate
characteristic conformational stiffness of the protein chai
One term favors a proteinlike distribution of the end-to-e
distance for four-vector segments of the protein backbo
The second is a bias toward the appropriate peptide b
plate correlations with respect to its second and fourth ne
bors. Sequence specific secondary structure propens
were derived from a statistical analysis of a representa
database of protein structures. It has been recently sh
that this factorization reproduces the conformational stiffn
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and secondary structure propensities of protein seque
reasonably well. The relative strength of the generic and
quence specific interactions has been previously adjus
and here we use the same parameters.41,46,51,57

Tertiary interactions consist of one-, two-, and in t
‘‘cooperative model’’, four-body terms. With the mino
modification described above for pairwise interactions, o
and two-body terms have been previously described.41,46,51,57

The former depend on the location of the side chain cente
mass relative to the molecular center of mass. Pair inte
tions involve both backbone and side chains. The exp
position of main chain atoms in our model allows for buil
ing a directional and cooperative hydrogen bond interac
scheme. Hydrogen bonds are also identical to the prev
implementation, and play an important structural regula
ing role.41,46

Recently, we have shown that to reproduce an all-
none thermodynamic transition in model proteins, pair t
tiary interactions are insufficient.41 Unfortunately, due to in-
adequate statistics, for most triplets, the derivation of thr
body, much less four-body, sequence specific potential
not practical. Therefore, we used anad hoc four-body
potential39,41,58,59that reflects the side chain packing regula
ties seen in globular proteins.60 A common feature of both
b–b anda–a interaction patterns is that given a contact ai
and j , there is very likely to be contact at (i 63,j 63) and
( i 64,j 64). A repeat of type (61,61) is also common for
a- andb-type proteins. In helices, this reflects intrahelix i
teractions, while forb strands, this pattern reflects intrashe
interactions.

At present, it is unclear what would be the best cho
for the strength of such interactions. An ideal solution wou
be to have a four-residue specific statistical potential.
mentioned above, the size of the structural database is
small to derive meaningful statistics. Thus, we assumed
the strength of these four-body interactions,E4 , is propor-
tional to the sum of two corresponding pairwise terms,

E45( @~e i j 1e i 1k, j 1n!Ci j Ci 1k, j 1n# with uku5unu.

~1!

In the above formula,e i j is the pair interaction term andCi j

is equal to 1~0! when residuesi and j are ~not! in contact.
As in our recent work,41 here, we consider three tertiar

interaction models. In model I, we only account for pairwi
interactions, assumingE4 equals zero. In model II,k563
and k564 correlations are included. Model III further in
corporatesk561 correlations. To retain the same balan
between short- and long-range interaction in all three m
els, the pairwise parameters for models II and III are app
priately scaled down.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the commonly accepted view of prote
folding thermodynamics,1 a reasonable potential must ha
its free energy minimum as well as the conformational
ergy minimum in the native state. To confirm that this
indeed the case, we employed ESMC for theB domain of
protein A and the designedb protein to establish the rela
tionship between energy and conformation. These stu
Downloaded 06 Apr 2004 to 128.205.53.57. Redistribution subject to AIP
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also permitted a more complete analysis of the folding th
modynamics. Unfortunately, due to the prohibitive compu
tional cost of such simulations for the somewhat longer p
tein G domain, only isothermal equilibrium Monte Carl
simulations near the transition temperature have been
formed.

To explore the mechanism~s! of topology assembly for
each molecule, isothermal dynamic Monte Carlo folding e
periments were performed. To observe as many fold
events as possible, the majority of simulations were p
formed near the folding transition temperature, where
assembly process is the fastest.61 Below the folding tempera-
ture, the system could be easily trapped in metastable st
At higher temperatures, the folding intermediates and e
more fully assembled structures are unstable; thus, they
rarely occur.

A. Folding of the B domain of protein A

1. Folding thermodynamics

An exact description of the protein energy landscape
the folding thermodynamics can be obtained from entro
sampling Monte Carlo simulations. Here, all three tertia
interaction models of theB domain of protein A were stud
ied. Previously, for the designed Greek keyb-barrel protein,
we found that the all-or-none folding transition was obtain
only when explicit cooperative terms of tertiary interactio
were implemented~as in models II and III!. Otherwise, the
folding transition was continuous. Complementary simu
tions for protein A led to a different result. While the coo
erativity of folding increases from model I to model III, th
transition is still continuous, even for model III. To the be
of our knowledge, we are unaware of any calorimetric stu
ies of the thermal denaturation of protein A. However, G
HCl denaturation studies of protein A and its mutants are
inconsistent with a continuous transition.62,63 These studies
indicated that the different helices of protein A unfold
different denaturing agent concentrations. While suggest
this cannot be considered proof of a continuous thermal tr
sition. However, it is entirely possible that the continuo
transition seen in our simulations could simply reflect the
low cooperativity of the model force field. A major cause
perhaps the unphysically large amount of helix conte
;50%, in the denatured state. Indeed, recent NMR stud
by Wright et al.,64 which show the lack of a stable foldin
intermediate and very rapid fold assembly, may indicate tw
state folding thermodynamics.

Regardless of the above ambiguity about the exten
folding cooperativity, the crucial requirement that the nativ
like state have the lowest conformational energy has b
confirmed by the ESMC simulations. Furthermore, with d
creasing conformational energy, the conformations of
model chain become closer to the folded state, and at v
low energy, all conformations are characterized by aC–a
rms deviation from native of about 3 Å. By way of exampl
in Fig. 1, the rms deviation of theC–a ’s from native is
plotted against the conformational energy for model III
the tertiary interactions. Models I and II show essentially t
same dependence of the rms on the energy.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Figure 2 presents representative Molscript65 snapshots of
the model chain for various values of the energy. While
N-terminal helix of protein A could be observed at high
energies, over a somewhat lower energy range, the domi
partly folded structure is aC-terminal helical hairpin. Con-
sequently, while theN-terminal helix appears to be mo
stable in isolation, tertiary interactions seem to favor form
tion of a C-terminal hairpin. An intactN-terminal hairpin is

FIG. 1. The coordinate root-mean-square deviation~in Å for the a-carbon
atoms! from the native conformation of the protein A fragment as a funct
of conformational energy for model III~see the text! of the tertiary interac-
tions. These data have been extracted from the short final iteration o
entropy sampling Monte Carlo procedure.

FIG. 2. Snapshots of representative conformations of theB domain of pro-
tein A model in the context of model III which were extracted from the sh
final iteration of the entropy sampling Monte Carlo procedure.
Downloaded 06 Apr 2004 to 128.205.53.57. Redistribution subject to AIP
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observed less frequently. Recent experiments suggest
ginally greater stability for theC-terminal~helix II and helix
III ! hairpin.64

2. Mechanism of topology assembly

Experimentally, theB domain of protein A~residues 9–
55! adopts a three-helix bundle topology. For all three of t
tertiary interaction models, several long simulations we
performed near the folding transition temperature or, m
precisely, at the temperature where the model sys
samples mostly compact states. By way of illustration,
present representative results from model I, which lacks
operative side chain packing terms. For this model, the fo
ing temperature was slightly below a reduced tempera
T51.9. That is, all the energy terms are divided by th
number to give the energy inkT units at the temperature o
interest. In all simulations, the number of Monte Carlo tim
steps is equal to 600 000, and in all cases, 200 snaps
were taken every 3000 steps. In all the figures presen
below, the time unit corresponds to 3000 MC steps.

At the transition temperature, the structure is not fixe
and the square radius of gyration oscillates between a na
like value of about 55 and a value of 100, which is typical
very open conformations. Such conformational changes
very frequent, but most of the time the volume is close
that found in the native state. To determine if this rea
means that only nativelike compact conformations occur
Fig. 3, we plot the rms~coordinate root-mean-square devi
tion from the native state fora-carbon atoms! as a function
of simulation time. Clearly, some compact conformations
nativelike, such as att570 and 159, while others are no
Betweent520 andt540, the structure is relatively compac
but the rms is large, ranging between 7 and 10 Å. In t
range, the protein is by all measures unfolded. Again,
rms deviation changes rapidly, but not as frequently as
radius of gyration does.

How do the individual structural elements of protein
behave? In Fig. 4, the rms deviation from native is plott
for each of the three putative helical fragments. T
N-terminal helix appears to be the most stable in isolati
and its assembly appears to be more cooperative than
remaining two helices. In the first 50 time steps, this helix

he

t

FIG. 3. The plot of coordinate root-mean-square deviation of the mo
C–a trace of protein A fragment from the native~in Å! as a function of
simulation time atT51.9 for model I of the tertiary interactions. The tim
unit corresponds to 3000 MC simulation cycles.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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loosely defined, with a rms from native oscillating arou
3.5 Å. During the remainder of this simulation, this helix
very well defined, with a rms of about 1.0 Å, punctuated
occasional fluctuations to 2.0–2.5 Å. The second helix for
and dissolves many times during the simulations; never
less, a loosely defined helical conformation dominates.
third helix is even more mobile than the second. Its struct
changes with the highest frequency, but, on average,
more frequently close to the native conformation. Of cour
the minimum rms for the entire structure coincides with t
low rms values of all the helices. The time regions when
structural fluctuations of the second and the third helices
largest coincide with those when the first helix is poo
defined. This coincidence, when combined with a visual
spection of the chain conformations along the simulation
jectory, indicates that the first helix serves to structura
‘‘lock’’ the other helices into place.

Sometimes structure assembly proceeds sequentiall
starting from the first helix, then a helical hairpin involvin

FIG. 4. Plots of coordinate root-mean-square deviation from native~in Å!
for the three putative helical regions of the protein A sequence as a fun
of simulation time~see the caption to Fig. 3! at T51.9 for model I of the
tertiary interactions.~A! The first helix, residues 10–19.~B! The second
helix, residues 25–37.~C! The third helix, residues 42–55.
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the central helix forms. This is followed by docking of th
C-terminal helix. Clearly, this mechanism cannot be d
scribed as on-site assembly. The two less stable helices o
form in isolation and frequently collide to form th
C-terminal helical hairpin. Some collisions are complete
ineffective. Others lead to a substantial rearrangement of
or two helices. However, on-site assembly events also oc
These result from a collision between a better defined hel
fragment and one with a loosely defined helix. Then,
helical fragments sequentially zip up. Thus, these simula
experiments reveal features of both diffusion-collision a
on-site assembly mechanisms. However, the former me
nism seems to dominate.

Tertiary interaction models II and model III result in
similar picture of topology assembly. There is, however, o
interesting difference seen relative to model I. At the tran
tion temperature, the helices, especially the central one, s
be slightly more stable in isolation. Consequently, more
operative tertiary interactions seem to favor the diffusio
collision model.21 At first glance, this is a rather unexpecte
result because the cooperative terms only contribute to
tertiary interactions between the secondary structure
ments~helices in this case!. However, at the transition tem
perature, the contribution of the tertiary range interactions
the total energy of all conformations different from a thre
helix structure is less than that in the model without coo
erative terms. As a result, the short-range interactions
more important in the unfolded state, and thereby act
slightly increase the stability of the individual helices. Ne
ertheless, for all three tertiary interaction schemes, vari
modes of structure assembly were observed.

The assembly mechanisms described above serve t
lustrate a technical problem associated with structure pre
tion from Monte Carlo simulations. Just below the collap
temperature, the model system frequently samples n
native states; however, these structures have no time to r
deep local ~and hopefully global! conformational energy
minima.~This point is even more apparent for the Greek k
b-barrel, see below.! However, at lower temperatures, th
escape time from the local minima becomes too long, a
such structures become kinetically trapped. Thus, perha
different conformational sampling strategy should be e
ployed, where lower energy states from a high tempera
run ~some of them presumably having a nativelike topolog!
are subject to lower temperature simulations. The subseq
selection of the lowest energy states should lead to w
defined native folds.

B. Folding thermodynamics and kinetics of a model
Greek-key, b barrel

1. Folding thermodynamics

The sequence used in these simulations was previo
designed on a computer to fold to the six-stranded, Gre
key b-barrel topology.41,46 It is not obvious if this model
sequence would really fold in nature, and the exaggera
design could well be unphysical. Previous ESMC studie48

indicate that the conformational transition in model I w
continuous, but becomes all-or-none in models II and III41

All three models produce the same native state, but diffe

on
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the free energy barrier between the random coil and na
states. For this designed sequence~perhaps due to its some
what exaggerated design!, the rms versus energy relationsh
was slightly stronger than that seen for the protein A
quence, i.e., the ‘‘native’’ state was better defined accord
to the force field of the model. This is clearly evidenced
Fig. 5 by the plot of rms versus conformational energy o
tained via ESMC sampling for model III.

2. Mechanism of topology assembly

In the interest of brevity, we limit ourselves to presen
ing the analysis for the most cooperative model, model
The isothermal simulations discussed below were doneT
52.0, which is somewhat below the folding transition te
perature of 2.13. The observed fluctuations in the size of
globule range from nativelike values to volumes that
roughly twice as large as native. The conformational ene
and the rms from the average folded ‘‘native’’ structure a
function of simulation time are shown in Fig. 6. The hig
rms regions correspond to variousb-barrel-like structures
having the wrong topology. The lowest energy states
served in this simulation exhibited an almost perfect nati
like Greek-key, barrel structure.

Figures 7~a!–7~c! show the rms versus time for the pu
tativeN-terminal twob strands, the central pair ofb strands,
and theC-terminal pair ofb strands, respectively. As show
in Fig. 7~b!, putative strands three and four spend most of
simulation near their native conformation, as do the first t
N-terminal strands. Aroundt580, the latter dissolve@Fig.
7~a!# for a very short period of time, and subsequently,
entire chain adopts a nativelike conformation whose rm
about 2.5 Å from the properly folded structure. Unfoldin
and refolding betweent5145 andt5160 is accompanied by
unwrapping the entire structure with the exception of the t
Phe-rich strands three and four@see Fig. 7~b!#, which remain
intact. Here, topology assembly clearly proceeds via a
quential on-site assembly mechanism. For all simulations
this model Greek-key structure, on-site, sequential assem
strongly dominates; however, fusion of the two loosely d
fined hairpins involving strands one and two with stran

FIG. 5. The coordinate root-mean-square deviation~in Å for a-carbon at-
oms! from the native conformation of the Greek-key, designed protein a
function of conformational energy for model III~see the text! of the tertiary
interactions. These data have been extracted from the short final iterati
the entropy sampling Monte Carlo procedure.
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three and four was only very rarely observed and is gener
not successful.

It is interesting to compare the energy flow-chart o
tained in the isothermal folding simulations with our findin
from ESMC studies41 of this model system. The lowest en
ergy states observed in folding simulations correspond
correctly assembled structures, yet they are several ten
kT units higher than the lowest energy ‘‘native’’ conform
tions found in the ESMC studies.41 The observed topology
assembly occurs mainly in the region of high energy sta
and is on the high energy side of the conformational f
energy barrier describing the thermodynamics of the con
mational transition. Consequently, the large decrease of c
formational energy below the transition point has to be as
ciated with fine-tuning of the structure accompanying ‘‘si
chain fixation.’’ 4–6 This process is found here to be e
tremely slow6 and is not seen in any of the isothermal foldin
simulations. Sometimes the ‘‘nativelike’’ state could be o
tained from a simulated annealing protocol; however,
simple test would prove that the obtained conformation
ally corresponds to the lowest energy region. As a res
many simulated annealing experiments must be perform
and carefully analyzed in order to identify the native sta
Finding the lowest energy state in an isothermal simulatio
very difficult, and for more complex systems, as a practi
matter, impossible. At temperatures above the folding tr
sition, the native state has low thermodynamic probability
lower temperatures the process becomes extremely s
Thus, alternative conformational sampling protocols a
clearly required.

C. Simulations of the B1 domain of protein G

1. Folding thermodynamics

The B1 domain of protein G has a very regularbbabb
structure47 with a central helix on the topb sheet and theN-

FIG. 6. The plot of conformational energy~in dimensionlesskT units, upper
panel! and coordinate root-mean-square deviation from the lowest ene
nativelike conformation~in Å, lower panel! of the modelC–a trace of the
Greek-key barrel designed sequence as a function of simulation time~see
the caption to Fig. 5! at T52.0 for model III of the tertiary interactions. The
time unit corresponds to 3000 simulation cycles.
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andC-termini ~parallel! strands located in the center of theb
sheet. Because of computational cost, ESMC calculat
were not possible for this molecule. Thus, we restricted o
selves to standard dynamic MMC sampling. In many isoth
mal simulations~for all three models of tertiary interactions!,
a loosely defined fold of protein G with a rms from native
the range of 5 Å was observed many times. The structu
errors of these topologically correct folds were mostly as
ciated with the helix packing with a wrong angle on top
theb sheet. Sometimes, a mirror image topology of the p
tein G fold was observed. Simulated annealing procedu
for protein G were nonreproducible. The native fold w
obtained in only one of 18~relatively rapid annealing! ex-
periments.

2. Mechanism of assembly

To illustrate typical behavior seen for protein G, the r
sults from isothermal simulations of model III atT51.75 are
presented and discussed. The square radius of gyration o

FIG. 7. Plots of coordinate root-mean-square deviation of three fragmen
Greek-key barrel designed sequence from the lowest energy nativelike
formation~in Å! as a function of simulation time~see the caption to Fig. 5!
at T52.0 for model III of tertiary interactions.~A! N terminal, two b
strands,~B! central, twob strands,~C! C terminal, twob strands.
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polypeptide chain mostly oscillates between 70 and 100.
former is that expected for the native state. Occasiona
more open conformations are observed. As shown in Fig
the observed rms from native samples a broad range of
ues, from 12 to 14 Å, characteristic of a compact rand
state, to about 5 Å, characteristic of a low resolution nat
topology. As before, we divide the protein into fragmen
corresponding to possible structural elements. These co
of the putativeN-terminalb hairpin, helix, andC-terminalb
hairpin. Even a brief inspection of the rms versus time flo
charts given in Fig. 9 shows that the central helix assemb
most rapidly and is the most stable very early folding int
mediate. This is consistent with experimental studies of S
rano and co-workers.66 Its rms from the native conformation
oscillates between 0.7 and 4.5 Å, with the average r
around 2.0 Å. TheC-terminal hairpin spends about a third o
the simulation time around the native conformation with rm
values oscillating between 1.8 and 4 Å. During the remain
time, this fragment has various random conformations w
rms from native up to 10 Å.

It is interesting to note that the part of protein G stru
ture consisting of the helix and theC-terminal b hairpin
assembled into a nativelike conformation~with a rms devia-
tion between 2 and 3 Å! many times during the simulation
and the mechanism of assembly had a predominantly
quential~on-site! character. TheC-terminalb hairpin almost
always remained intact when it was in contact with the he
The behavior of theN-terminalb-hairpin fragment was more
random. In only a few snapshots was the rms from nat
below 4 Å. Similar to the cluster formed by theC terminus,
this corresponded to a hairpin helix motif close to the nat
one. TheN-terminal fragment of the structure was the mo
mobile. Occasionally, the native protein G topology forme
but with large structural defects. For example, it containe
crumpled, secondb-strand fragment that lacks most of th
hydrogen bonding with the rest of theb sheet, or theb-sheet
formed from incorrectly registered strands, with distorted h
lix to sheet packing. The lowest observed rms deviation fr
the native structure in this simulation was about 5 Å, and
lowest energy conformation had a strongly distorted prot
G topology and a rms deviation from native of 7 Å.

The assembly mechanism of protein G is dominated

of
n-

FIG. 8. The plot of coordinate root-mean-square deviation of the mo
C–a trace of theB1 domain of protein G from the lowest energy nativelik
conformation~in Å! as a function of simulation time atT51.75 for model
III of the tertiary interactions. The time unit corresponds to 3000 MC sim
lation cycles.
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the sequential ‘‘on-site’’ building ofb hairpins on the helica
fragment, which, in the context of our reduced model, see
be the most stable structural element of protein G. The m
consisting of the helix andC-terminal b hairpin was rela-
tively easy to assemble and was quite stable. Interestin
experimentally, theC-terminal hairpin fragment of protein G
is stable, whereas theN-terminal hairpin is not.66 In such
situations, the completion of the fold requires a proper z
ping up of theN-terminalb strand or collision with a ‘‘pre-
fabricated’’ N-terminal hairpin. The latter is unlikely due t
the very low stability of this hairpin, and the former is diffi
cult to achieve from an entropic viewpoint. These are pr
ably the reasons why the native protein G structure is
rarely assembled in this simulation. The question remain
to what extent such structure assembly bottlenecks are e
rienced by the real proteins as opposed to their just be
artifacts of our reduced model and conformational samp
scheme. One simple explanation of the present results is
our sampling times are too short. However, it may also t

FIG. 9. Plots of coordinate root-mean-square deviation from native~in Å!
for three structural fragments of theB1 domain of protein G sequence as
function of simulation time atT51.75 for model III of tertiary interactions
~A! N terminal b hairpin, residues 2–20,~B! the central helix, residues
24–36,~C! C terminalb hairpin, residues 40–55.
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out that the balance between isolated fragment stability
global stability in these models is incorrectly shifted towa
the former.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a reduced model of protein conformation and
knowledge-based potential, we have investigated the asp
of protein folding thermodynamics and possible mechanis
of protein topology assembly for three small proteins. Pre
ously, we have shown that this reduced model is capabl
finding the native structure of very simple, small globul
proteins.39,58,59,67–73The inclusion of cooperative side cha
packing terms enabled side chain fixation to occur, but
not require it.39,58,59,67Interestingly, using ESMC, this clas
of terms in a computer-designedb protein was shown to
produce an all-or-none conformational transition. Howev
here, also using ESMC, in the case of protein A, such te
proved insufficient to yield a two-state model. Whether th
correctly mimics the actual folding thermodynamics is u
certain. However, the protein A simulations clearly sugg
that two-state thermodynamic behavior results from the
terplay of intrinsic secondary structure stability and tertia
interactions. If the former is too strong, then asGo sug-
gested, the conformational transition is continuous. It is o
when the native conformation is sufficiently stable relative
the collection of misfolded structures does an all-or-no
transition emerge. This study clearly suggests that the r
tive balance of interactions in this class of models ne
reexamination; such studies are currently underway.

Another objective of this paper was to examine the ea
relatively fast folding events associated with topology a
sembly. For this purpose, we simulated long-time dynam
at or near the transition midpoint. Our results can be sum
rized as follows:

~i! For all motifs, features of the diffusion–collisio
mechanism and the sequential ‘‘on-site’’ mechanis
of assembly are observed.

~ii ! Cooperative side chain packing interactions sligh
bias the assembly process toward ‘‘prefabricated’’
sembly. It should be pointed out, however, that t
effect is small.

~iii ! In the all a protein, the diffusion–collision model o
assembly dominates, while theb protein folds pre-
dominantly via an on-site sequential mechanism.

~iv! The differential relative stabilities of various prote
fragments seem to create kinetic barriers for prot
topology assembly.

The above findings are not inconsistent with known e
perimental facts.2,23,27,72,74However, apart from a few case
it has to be stressed that rather little is known about
specific sequence~s! of events that lead to the assembly
protein topologies. This is because the early folding eve
are very fast, and at equilibrium, the population of interm
diates is very low. Apart from being of fundamental intere
understanding of the topology assembly process would
have practical consequences, such as the design of mor
ficient conformational search protocols that could enabl
broader class of molecules to be folded. This is now und
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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way. Finally, recent progress in experimental techniques
probe relatively early folding events64,75 will yield insights
into some aspects of the mechanism of protein topology
sembly.
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